
Predator Free Napier Hill 

Backyard Trapping “How to” – Victor Pro Trap and T Rex 
 

 

Setting your Victor Pro Trap  

 

Bait your trap 

Firmly press a small amount of it onto a small pins at the back of the yellow treadle. Common 

pantry items like cheap egg mayonnaise, peanut butter or nutella are quite good. Mix with oats 

to make it more manageable. You could also try small pieces of butter, dried fruit, or bacon!  

Experiment - and report back to us with your findings! 

 

Set the trap 

● Keeping the trigger rod clear, pull back on the kill bar, and keep it pressed down with the 

edge of the palm of your hand. 

● Bring the trigger rod back over the top of the Sprung kill bar, and hook it under the back 

of the yellow treadle (you'll have to left the treadle up slightly to achieve this) 

● Let the tension off the kill-bar slowly, till the trigger rod catches. Your trap is now set. 

● Carefully slide it, bait first, into the tunnel. There Should be a nail sticking up through the 

floor to prevent it going too far. 

● Replace the sliding mesh on the tunnel 

● Watch the video on the resources page on the website, 

http://bit.ly/predatorfreemiramar for a 60 sec demo 

 

Place your trap along a fence line, or edge in your backyard. Near your compost bin or 

avocado tree doesn't seem to be so successful, Rats are smart, If no luck then move it. Make it 

a place that's easy for you to check frequently  

 

Check the trap often - we would recommend weekly. Keep the bait fresh - it will increase your 

chance of catching something  

 

Keep us posted! When you catch something PLEASE report it to us. Just go to the resource 

page on the website http://bit.ly//predatorfreenapierhill and fill in the catch report 

form. Or email it - but the form is our preferred method.  

 

Get rid of dead rats and mice, You can pick up your trap and open it over a rubbish bin, or if you 

live by a gully - throw it down  

http://bit.ly/predatorfreemiramar
http://bit.ly/predatorfreenapierhill

